GRÖSSLING
bath house as cultural hub
WHAT is
Grössling?

#resilient #respect
#differentperspectives #newtypology
#ﬂuidity #connection #recreation
#culturalhub #landscape

Creating an iconic spot in the city requires new
perspectives. By literally changing the perspectives and
render new viewpoint to the two main historic pools
maintain and preserve their value while adding the
present zeitgeist without physically modifying the space.
The atmosphere of the bath becomes more precious by
opening the pool to the public, not only to swimmers
through various utilisations. The key concept of this
proposal is to offer the main pool as a universal event
space with the possibility to reorganise its furnishing. Such
as giving a new perspective to the sitting pools as part of
the open access library landscape.
Besides preservation it is crucial to show the structural and
spatial syntaxes of the building complex from a unique
217/5
perspective, which can make Grössling
an iconic new hub
of Bratislava.
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The project aims to synthesize four
representative typologies into one
building. The four functions stand for
four dominant typologies. Bath, as an
ancient roman function, which is
invariant through epochs. The library,
which is the embodiment of
information, always adopting to
current needs. The residence, which
takes new forms mirroring human
habits. The park as the part of nature.
How these types can be uniﬁed in one
architectural work of the digital age?
The planning process starts with the
validity examination of the four
functions, investigating the
opportunity to view them in a new
aspect. Actual extensions represent
the present culture. The output is
saturated by bites and codes. This
project looks into the question how
current data economy modiﬁes the
process?
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Boiler house as glass
house
Transforming the boiler
house to a relaxation glass
house enriches the
variable
spatial
experiences of the
building.
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Financial decisions behind
the project aim a costefﬁcient solution. The
adequate reconstruction of
the historical pools as a
functioning facility to satisfy
contemporary needs and
also respect the historical
traditions would be highly
demanding. Therefore the
project maintain and
reconstruct the pools
without swimming function,
and implement all water
related functions into brand
new constructions.
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Landscape pool as sitting pool
Chosen the form of a natural landscape
as sitting pool provides a comfortable
way of relaxation. The articulation of
smaller segmentations within the pool
are also possible if the need is a more
separate function. By giving the stairs a
more natural form provides a new
perspective to sitting pools.
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CLEANING
During the history of a building every
epoch leave its footprint on the
physical environment. In terms of a
reconstruction after evaluating the
original values, some ulterior additions
have to be removed. The condition of
the 1895 and 1914 building are the
foundation of the present design
process.

2,426

CURRENT STATE
What we see today in Grössling is a
mixture of distinct epoch and variant
priorities.

FOCUS
The centre of the whole complex is the
iconic pool. This provides the spatial
and ideal focus. Apart from functional
differences every premises are in the
agglomeration of the 25meters long
pool.
On the upper ﬂ oors the effect of the
ground ﬂ oor organisation is still
p e rc e p t i b l e , h o w e v e r, t h e i r
arrangement is more homogeneous.

NETWORK
Grössling with its diverse architectural
program and the extensive ﬂ oor space
rises the question of connectivity. Given
the idea of a cultural hub, the dominant
zones of the building are equally
distributed and peer to peer connected.
This system provides a non-hyerarchical
network, where each point has the
opportunity to communicate with any
other point of the building. In spatial
terms it means that there are no
limitations, closures accross the facility.
After entering the complex the visitor
becomes the part of the cultural net.

TRANSPARENCY
Treating the whole complex as one unit
requires visual connection such as spatial
logical links. As the knowledge can ﬂ y in
such an inspirational space the gaze also
soars.
Transparency amid library and bath
enables to understand a building as one
unit, instead of the mixture of separate
rooms.

LANDSCAPE
By default for certain functions we pair
certain spaces, based on their usual
height, the amount of light or materials.
Creativity is forced by new impulses, thus
in an intellectual cultural hub it is
important to ﬁ nd special characteristics,
which attract the visitor. Such as the main
pool as a café or event space, or the
creative reading room. New physical
perspectives foster fresh mental ideas.

GREEN AREAS
The importance of nature is more and
more urgent. Besides protecting the
existing green spaces it is also crucial to
implement new natural areas to the built
environment.
Besides open air green areas the whole
complex is enriched with indoor plants.
Several areas provides the atmosphere of
a glass house with the combination of
glass roof or facade openings and the
ﬂ ourishing vegetation.

VERTICAL TRANSPORT
The project maintains the principal
staircases of the former bath building.

SECURITY CHECK POINTS
As long as one of the core concepts of
Grössling is the transparent unity as a
whole the only checkpoints are located at
the entrances. After enetering the
building every permanent or temporary
member can use the facilities with the
given plastic card or bracelet. Inside the
b u i l d i n g i t i s p o s s i b l e t o l o c at e
differentiated inlet gates.

HARMONY
The bath - library - park complex is a
fruitful combination for cultural
development. This project does not want
to create signiﬁ cant borders between the
functions, its aim is to provide a harmonic
space, a unity of inspirational services.
The greatest hub is the ground ﬂ oor with
the historical pool as a café in the centre.
Moving away from this point the
interconnectedness gradually loosens.
In terms of geometrical accordance the
original raster and the free spaces
provided by smooth forms complete
each other.
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Reading room as a landscape
Library space is one of the main topics of contemporary
architecture. Freeing the experience of reading and learning bring a
shift to gaining knowledge. In this area books and laptop rental
facilities are located in cupboards next to the walls.
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